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Theories in both evolutionary and social psychology suggest that a positive correlation should exist between
facial attractiveness and general intelligence, and several empirical observations appear to corroborate this
expectation. Using highly reliable measures of facial attractiveness and IQ in a large sample of identical and
fraternal twins and their siblings, we found no evidence for a phenotypic correlation between these traits.
Likewise, neither the genetic nor the environmental latent factor correlations were statistically significant. We
supplemented our analyses of new data with a simple meta-analysis that found evidence of publication bias
among past studies of the relationship between facial attractiveness and intelligence. In view of these results,
we suggest that previously published reports may have overestimated the strength of the relationship and that
the theoretical bases for the predicted attractiveness–intelligence correlation may need to be reconsidered.
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1. Introduction

Someevolutionarymodels predict that traits contributing to survival
or reproductive success will tend to be positively correlated (Hansen,
2006; Rowe & Houle, 1996; but, see Falconer & Mackay, 1996; Lerner,
1954). Examples of such positive correlations have been observed in
humans [IQ and sperm quality: Arden, Gottfredson, Miller, and Pierce
(2009); IQ and height: Keller et al. (2013); birth rate, completed family
size, and age at last childbirth: Kosova, Abney, and Ober (2010)], ani-
mals [energy storage and metabolic activity in Drosophila melanogaster:
Clark (1990); body weight across environmental niches in Alsophila
pometaria: Futuyma and Philippi (1987); activity metabolism and loco-
motor performance in Thamnophilis sirtalis: Garland (1988)], and plants
[size and pest resistance in Ipomoea purpurea: Rausher and Simms
(1989); life history and morphological traits in Holcus lanatus:
Billington, Mortimer, and McNeilly (1988); life history and morpholog-
ical traits in Impatiens capensis: Mitchell-Olds (1986)]. There are two
basic types of explanation for why these correlations occur. One is
that the conditions in the environment, such as pathogen levels or the
availability of adequate nutrition, have similar effects on both of the
correlated traits (Møller, 1997). The other is that the phenotypic corre-
lation is caused by a correlation between the effects of the alleles
influencing the two traits (Falconer & Mackay, 1996).

Genetic correlations, in turn, can come about in two principal ways.
One is pleiotropy, whereby a gene affects multiple phenotypic charac-
ters. Pleiotropy is a common property of genes (Falconer & Mackay,
1996) and is a proposed explanation for genetic correlations between
a large number of medical (Flint & Mackay, 2009; Solovieff, Cotsapas,
Lee, Purcell, & Smoller, 2013) and psychological (Kovas & Plomin,
2006; Lee et al., 2013) traits, many of which appear to be highly poly-
genic (e.g., Davies et al., 2011; Purcell, Wray, Stone, & International
Schizophrenia Consortium, 2009; Stahl et al., 2012). Antagonistic
pleiotropy, whereby alleles that improve one fitness-related trait
deteriorate another fitness-related trait, can lead to stable genetic poly-
morphism and persistent negative genetic correlations betweenfitness-
increasing traits. However, the conditions under which genetic poly-
morphism is maintained by antagonistic pleiotropy are restrictive
(Hedrick, 1999; Prout, 2000), and most investigations in non-human
animals have found positive rather than negative correlations between
fitness-increasing traits (Roff, 1997). On the other hand, to the degree
that the genetic variation in directionally selected traits is due to the ag-
gregate effects of deleterious mutations across many loci (Houle, 1998),
genetic correlations between fitness-increasing traits should be posi-
tive. Under this scenario, pleiotropic loci that affect two or more
fitness-increasing traits should tend to harbor common alleles that are
favored by selection and rare mutations that are selected against be-
cause they negatively affect both traits.
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Even when the traits are affected by non-overlapping sets of genes, a
second possible cause of genetic correlations is assortative mating on
two ormore traits simultaneously, which can lead to non-random associ-
ations between alleles at different loci (i.e., gametic phase disequilibrium;
Crow & Felsenstein, 1968). To the degree that overall attractiveness is a
composite of multiple sexually selected traits, positive assortment be-
tween mates on overall attractiveness necessarily implies positive cross-
trait correlations between traits positively related to attractiveness.
When this occurs, individuals who inherit alleles that increase the sexual
attractiveness of one trait from one parent will be more likely to inherit
alleles that increase the sexual attractiveness of the other trait from the
other parent, leading to positive genetic correlations between sexually se-
lected traits when scaled such that scores increase with attractiveness.

Both intelligence (Miller, 2000) and facial attractiveness (Gangestad,
Thornhill, & Yeo, 1994; Thornhill &Gangestad, 1999) have been hypoth-
esized to be sexually selected traits related to fitness, perhaps because
their largemutational target sizes (Davies et al., 2011) reveal a partner's
load of deleterious mutations (Gangestad & Yeo, 1997; Keller, 2007;
Miller, 2000). If so, then as described above, there are two basic explana-
tions for why facial attractiveness and intelligencemight be expected to
be positively genetically correlated. First, because these traits are influ-
enced by a large number of genes, there is likely to be some degree of
overlap between them. While such overlap could lead to negative
genetic correlations from antagonistic pleiotropy, the restrictive condi-
tions underwhich antagonistic pleiotropy canmaintain negative genet-
ic correlations at equilibrium (Hedrick, 1999; Prout, 2000) suggest that
a better expectation is that pleiotropic loci lead to positive genetic cor-
relations via transiently polymorphic, recurrent deleterious mutations
that reduce both intelligence and facial attractiveness. Second, given
that people rate both facial attractiveness and intelligence as desirable
in romantic and sexual partners (Buss & Barnes, 1986; Buss et al.,
1990; Kenrick, Sadalla, Groth, & Trost, 1990), it is also possible that
cross-trait assortative mating (intelligent people choosingmore facially
attractive mates, and vice-versa) produces statistical associations be-
tween alleles affecting the two traits. These two possible causes of ge-
netic correlations are not mutually exclusive; for example, Keller et al.
(2013) used an extended twin-family design that accounted for the ge-
netic effects of assortative mating to demonstrate that both processes
contributed roughly equally to the genetic correlation between human
height and IQ.

Several social psychological theories also predict a correlation be-
tween intelligence and facial attractiveness. For instance, status general-
ization theory holds that visible characteristics affecting social status,
including facial attractiveness, cause perceivers to generatematching ex-
pectations about other traits of the target (Jackson, Hunter, & Hodge,
1995)—for example, more attractive individuals are assumed to be
more intellectually and socially competent, to have more integrity and
compassion, and so on (Eagly, Ashmore, Makhijani, & Longo, 1991;
Moore, Filippou, & Perrett, 2011). Although this theory primarily predicts
correlations between visible status cues and perceived levels of internal
characteristics, Jackson et al. (1995) argue that, due to the more positive
evaluations attractive individuals receive in social and intellectual con-
texts, they may also receive more opportunities to develop intellectual
competence than unattractive individuals. Moreover, attractive individ-
uals may form self-concepts based on social feedback that include no-
tions of superior intellectual ability, potentially motivating intellectual
achievement (L. A. Jackson et al., 1995). Thus, both social psychological
and evolutionary considerations seem to predict, a priori, a positive
phenotypic correlation between intelligence and facial attractiveness.

1.1. Empirical findings

A survey of the published studies on intelligence and attractiveness
is summarized in Table 1.The general pattern, identifiable in Jackson
et al.'s (1995) and Langlois et al.'s (2000) meta-analyses, appears to be
that a small-to-moderate correlation is found in children (r = .19,
weighted by sample size), but the relationship diminishes with age
( r = .02, weighted by sample size). However, interpretation of
these meta-analytic results is difficult, not only because meta-analyses
are vulnerable to the “file drawer problem”, whereby null results are
less likely to be published than positive ones (Borenstein, Hedges,
Higgins, & Rothstein, 2011), but also because of inconsistencies in oper-
ational definitions of intelligence and attractiveness across included
studies and because many of the included studies had design flaws
(e.g., non-independence of intelligence and attractiveness ratings)
that could have created biases in the results (Table 1).

Several empirical studies have tested the attractiveness–intelligence
correlation since thesemeta-analyses were published. In contrast to the
pattern noted above, Zebrowitz and Rhodes's (2004) found a moderate
positive correlations in both children and adults, but only among indi-
viduals with below-median attractiveness levels; averaging together
the correlations in high- and low-attractiveness groups likely would
have resulted in effects more consistent with the earlier meta-analyses.
Similarly, Denny (2008) showed that low intelligence may predict low
attractiveness in a large sample of school children but that “[f]or much
of the distribution of intelligence there is no significant relationship be-
tween being attractive and intelligence” (p. 618). Kanazawa (2011) ana-
lyzed two large samples of children and young adults, including the one
fromDenny (2008). Controlling for parental education and income, birth
weight, age at puberty, and physical health reduced but did not eliminate
the association he observed between physical attractiveness and general
intelligence. A serious limitation of the Denny (2008) and Kanazawa
(2011) studies is that the raters of attractiveness were familiar with tar-
gets' intelligence, leading to potential rater biases that may have artifi-
cially induced the correlation under investigation [e.g., see Moore et al.
(2011) for a demonstration of an intelligence ‘halo’ effect on perceived
attractiveness.] Most recently, Kleisner, Chvátalová, and Flegr (2014),
using reliable, independently collected measures of intelligence and
facial attractiveness, failed to find a statistically significant correlation
in either male or female young adults. However, this study, like those
of Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004) and many studies included in Jackson
et al.'s (1995) and Langlois et al.'s (2000) meta-analyses, utilized a very
small sample, rendering its results somewhat inconclusive.

Finally, we observe that nine of 41 previously reported correlations
(22 %)were negative and that only 17 of 41 (41 %)were statistically sig-
nificant. If there truly is some level of positive correlation between intel-
ligence and facial or physical attractiveness, both of these outcomes
could reflect high sampling variance due to the small samples most
past studies have employed (medianN=83; Table 1). Although the lit-
erature in general seems to affirm that a correlation exists (median r=
.09; Table 1), the validity of any suchmeta-analytic result depends both
on the individual included studies utilizing appropriate research
methods and on the meta-analysis as a whole being free of biases,
including publication bias.

1.2. Present study

The present study is the first to utilize highly reliable and indepen-
dently collected measures of facial attractiveness and general intelli-
gence in a sample much larger than most individual studies in the
past have had access to. Importantly, our study also utilizes a genetically
informative twin dataset, allowing us to partition the covariation be-
tween attractiveness and intelligence into its genetic and environmen-
tal components.

2. Methods

2.1. Overview

We combined data from two twin samples to test the hypothesis
that facial attractiveness and intelligence are correlated. Thefirst sample
comprised participants (n = 399) enrolled in the Longitudinal Twin



Table 1
Published studies of the correlation between attractiveness and intelligence.

Study Sample size Age Sex Rating type Attractiveness measure Intelligence measure r

Kleisner et al. (2014) 40 A M I F IQ .21e

Kleisner et al. (2014) 40 A F I F IQ .09e

Kanazawa (2011) 3,463 C M + F N O IQ .30f

Kanazawa (2011) 5,694 C + A M + F N O IQ .06f

Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)a 105 C M + F I F IQ .20
Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)b 103 C M + F I F IQ − .04
Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)a 83 C M + F I F IQ .30
Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)b 100 C M + F I F IQ .04
Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)a 115 A M + F I F IQ .04
Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)b 121 A M + F I F IQ .07
Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)a 64 A M + F I F IQ .35
Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)b 70 A M + F I F IQ .13
Langlois et al. (2000) 3,043 C M + F Mixed Mixed Mixed .19
Langlois et al. (2000) 3,853 A M + F Mixed Mixed Mixed .03
Jackson et al. (1995) 2,839 C M + F Mixed Mixed Mixed .20
Jackson et al. (1995) 3,255 A M + F Mixed Mixed Mixed .01
Gabriel, Critelli, and Ee (1994)c, d 62 A M I F IQ .01
Gabriel et al. (1994)c, d 84 A F I F IQ − .02
Baugh and Parry (1991)d 39 A F I O A .10
Lerner et al. (1990)c, d 101 C M + F I F A .31
Frieze, Olson, and Russell (1991)c 423 A M I F O .12g

Frieze et al. (1991)c 260 A F I F O .03g

Frieze et al. (1991)c 452 A M I F O .08g

Frieze et al. (1991)c 285 A F I F O .18g

Dickey-Bryant et al. (1986)c 60 A M I F A + O .27
Moran & McCullers (1984)d 37 A M + F I F IQ + A − .43
Feingold (1982)c, d 75 A M I F IQ − .13
Feingold (1982)c, d 75 A F I F IQ − .10
Murphy et al. (1981)c, d 41 A M + F I F A .13
Felson (1980)c, d 53 C M I O A .20
Felson (1980)c, d 84 C F I O A .02
Felson (1980)c, d 2,201 C M N O A .22
Sparacino (1980)c 669 A M I F A + O − .06
Sparacino & Hansell (1979)c, d 84 A M I F A .01
Sparacino & Hansell (1979)c, d 83 A F I F A − .22
Sparacino & Hansell (1979)c, d 55 A M I F A .13
Sparacino & Hansell (1979)c, d 65 A F I F A .09
Sparacino & Hansell (1979)c, d 50 A M I F A − .30
Sparacino & Hansell (1979)c, d 87 A F I F A − .02
Salvia et al. (1977)c, d 84 C M + F I F A .19h

Hollingworth (1935)d 40 C + A M + F I F IQ .33
Mohr & Lund (1933)d 50 A M I O IQ + A .05
Mohr & Lund (1933)d 50 A F I O IQ + A .25
Mohr (1932)d 25 A M I O not available .28
Mohr (1932)d 25 A F I O not available .29

Note. Age of participants: A = adults (≥16 years old), C = children. Sex of participants: M = males, F = females. Type of attractiveness rating: I = independent (raters and targets
were not acquainted), N = non-independent. Attractiveness measure: F = facial attractiveness only, O = overall physical attractiveness. Intelligence measure: IQ = general
intelligence, A = academic performance (e.g., grades, standardized test scores, educational attainment), O = occupational success (e.g., starting or current salary, occupational prestige).
Attractiveness and intelligence measures and the type of attractiveness measure in the two meta-analyses are categorized as ‘Mixed’, reflecting the heterogeneity of methods and
operational definitions employed by included studies. Table entries beginning with Gabriel et al. (1994) were included in one or both meta-analyses. Correlations are zero-order, unless
otherwise noted.

a Individuals with below-median attractiveness.
b Individuals with above-median attractiveness.
c Included in L. A. Jackson et al. (1995).
d Included in Langlois et al. (2000).
e Controlling for sex.
f Controlling for sex, birth weight, age at puberty, global health, and parental income and education.
g Controlling for years of work experience.
h Controlling for sex and grade level.
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Study (LTS), previously described by Rhea, Gross, Haberstick, and Corley
(2006, 2012). The second sample included participants (n = 1,354)
enrolled in the Brisbane Adolescent Twin Study (BATS), previously
described by Wright and Martin (2004). Attractiveness data for both
samples were collected at the same time and in the same way. There
were some differences in the intelligence measures used in the two
samples, which are detailed below.

We first tested the phenotypic relationship between facial attrac-
tiveness and intelligence using linear mixed effects regression models
predicting intelligence scores from facial attractiveness, specifying
family as a random factor to account for non-independence between
family members. We also used the twin data to fit a structural equation
model estimating the genetic and environmental components of the
phenotypic correlation. Previous investigations have focused on the
phenotypic relationship between attractiveness and intelligence.
However, estimating the genetic and environmental components of
the correlation provides a more complete test of the predicted relation-
ship between facial attractiveness and intelligence, because opposing
genetic and environmental effects might mask each other (Lande,
1982). Thus, a significant genetic or environmental correlation could
be interpreted as consistent with the hypothesized relationship, even
if the phenotypic correlation were non-significant.
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2.2. Longitudinal twin study sample

2.2.1. Participants
The Longitudinal Twin Study (LTS), located at the Institute for

Behavioral Genetics in Colorado, USA, consists of monozygotic (MZ)
and same-sex dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs. We used data from 399 LTS
participants, including 180 complete twin pairs (58% female, 52% MZ)
and 39 individuals whose co-twins' data were unavailable (36% female,
51% MZ). The Institutional Review Board at the University of Colorado
approved the collection of these data, and informed consent was
obtained from all participants.

2.2.2. Measures
Between 2001 and 2006, when LTS participants were aged 16 to 20

(Mdn = 16), they completed 11 subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelli-
gence Scale, 3rd edition (WAIS-III). For the present study, IQ was oper-
ationalized as the sum of scaled scores on all 11WAIS-III subtests. IQ in
the LTS sample was representative of the general population (M =
102.4, SD= 11.4; Table 2).

Between 2009 and 2012, when participants were aged 21 to 25
(Mdn = 22), they posed for between one and four digital photographs
taken by a professional research assistant at the Center on Antisocial
Drug Dependence, who ensured that photographs were standardized
(participants were asked to remove glasses, adopt a neutral facial ex-
pression, and face the camera directly without turning or tilting the
head). The first author and a volunteer research assistant recruited
from the University of Colorado Boulder undergraduate population
first inspected all photographs and removed any that were out
of focus or improperly standardized (as described above), then cropped
the remaining photographs until the faces occupied ~75% of total image
area. After cropping, images had dimensions between 350 × 500
to 1300 × 1500 pixels. All available images of each participant
were displayed simultaneously to volunteer research assistants
recruited from the University of Colorado Boulder undergraduate popu-
lation on computer screens within a display window with dimensions
17.2 × 22.8 cm.

Two non-overlapping groups of volunteer research assistants, who
were naïve to this study's aims, rated images of LTS participants over
two academic years, because we began the rating tasks while photogra-
phy of participants was ongoing. The first group included eight judges
(4 female, 4 male) who assigned attractiveness ratings (1= low attrac-
tiveness, 7 = high attractiveness) in the subset of LTS participants who
had posed for photographs before mid-2010 (n= 228); fourteen addi-
tional judges (10 female, 4 male) rated factors that we hypothesized
might have transient effects on facial attractiveness that could reduce
the validity of our test if not statistically controlled: the amount
of acne (1 = no acne, 7 = heavy acne), grooming (1 = carelessly
groomed, 7 = carefully groomed), and smiling (1= no smile, 2 = par-
tial smile, 3 = full smile). Ratings by judges who failed to rate all faces
on a given trait were excluded from further analysis, resulting in vari-
able numbers of male and female judges' ratings for acne, grooming,
and smiling (see Table 2 for final numbers). The second group com-
prised 15 judges (9 female, 6 male) who rated LTS participants who
had posed for photographs between mid-2010 and 2012 (n = 171)
Table 2
Descriptive statistics for IQ and volunteer-rated facial measures.

LTS-1 (n = 228) LTS-2 (n

Measure Mean (SD) Cronbach's α
(n. judges; n. female,
n. male judges)

Mean (SD

IQ 102.9 (11.0) — 101.7 (1
Facial attractiveness 3.8 (1.3) .89 (8; 4 F, 4 M) 3.7 (1
Acne 2.5 (1.0) .91 (10; 6 F, 4 M) 2.5 (1
Grooming 3.5 (1.2) .90 (10; 8 F, 2 M) 3.6 (1
Smiling 1.4 (0.4) .91 (10; 7 F, 3 M) 1.3 (0
on all four traits, beginningwith attractiveness, following the same pro-
tocols and using the same scales. Judges in both groups were instructed
to use the entire range of trait rating scales and to distribute their ratings
approximately uniformly (except for smiling, becausemost participants
did not smile). To help them calibrate their scoring and to reduce order
effects, judges viewed a slideshow consisting of 50 randomly selected
target faces (all male or all female) displayed for 2 seconds each prior
to assigning ratings. Immediately following the slideshow, the same
50 faces were rated in randomized order. This procedure continued,
alternating between sets of male and female targets, until all faces
were rated. Co-twinswere rated on different days to reduce rater effects
(e.g., memory, expectancy) on observed similarities between twins.
Inter-rater reliability was high for all rated traits (Table 2). For the
present study, facial attractiveness was operationalized as the mean of
attractiveness ratings across all judges, although we also assessed the
relationships of IQ with facial attractiveness as rated only by same-
and opposite-sex judges. Acne, grooming, and smiling ratingswere like-
wise averaged across judges for use in subsequent analyses.

2.3. Brisbane adolescent twin study sample

2.3.1. Participants
The Brisbane Adolescent Twin Study (BATS), located at the QIMR

Berghofer Medical Research Institute in Brisbane, Australia, consists of
MZ and both same-sex and opposite-sex DZ twin pairs as well as their
older siblings.We used data from 1,354 BATS participants for whom ac-
ceptably high-quality photographs were available, including 589 com-
plete twin pairs (54% female, 34% MZ), 32 individuals whose co-twins'
datawere unavailable (54% female, 44%MZ), and 135 non-twin siblings.
The Human Research Ethics Committee at QIMR Berghofer approved
the collection of these data, and informed consent was obtained from
all participants.

2.3.2. Measures
Between 1996 and 2010, when BATS twins were aged 15 to 16

(Mdn= 16) and their siblings were aged 17 to 22 (Mdn= 18), partici-
pants completed five subtests of theMultidimensional Aptitude Battery
(MAB). For the present study, IQwas operationalized as the scaled score
for full scale IQ. BATS participants tended to have higher-than-average
IQ (M = 115.3, SD= 13.3; Table 2).

At the same age as when IQ tests were taken, BATS participants
posed for a single portrait-style facial photograph taken by a profession-
al research assistant working for the Australian Twin Registry, initially
using film cameras and later digital cameras. Film images were scanned
to digital (JPEG) format. These photographs were originally intended
only for identification purposes and so were less standardized than
LTS photographs with respect to smiling and head tilting and turning.
Therefore, after excluding out-of-focus or improperly standardized im-
ages, we rotated the remaining images as necessary to make them up-
right before cropping, as described above for the LTS sample. Finished
images had dimensions between 200 × 500 and 300 × 600 pixels and
were displayed to judges on a computer monitor within a display win-
dow with dimensions 17.2 × 22.8 cm. The same judges who rated pho-
tographs of the first group of LTS participants also rated photographs of
= 171) BATS (n = 1,354)

) Cronbach's α
(n. judges; n. female,
n. male judges)

Mean (SD) Cronbach's α
(n. judges; n. female,
n. male judges)

1.9) — 115.3(13.3) —

.1) .91 (15; 9 F, 6 M) 3.7 (1.2) .86 (8; 4 F, 4 M)

.1) .97 (15; 9 F, 6 M) 3.0 (1.2) .94 (10; 6 F, 4 M)

.1) .94 (15; 9 F, 6 M) 3.2 (0.9) .85 (10; 8 F, 2 M)

.4) .96 (15; 9 F, 6 M) 2.0 (0.8) .98 (10; 7 F, 3 M)



Table 3
Between-twin and within-person phenotypic correlations [95% confidence intervals] for LTS, BATS, and both samples combined.

Between twins LTS (n = 399) BATS (n = 1,354) Combined (N = 1,753)

MZ twins (93 pairs) DZ twins (87 pairs) MZ twins (203 pairs) DZ twins (498 pairs) MZ twins (296 pairs) DZ twins (585 pairs)

Facial attractiveness .44 [.27, .57] .33 [.14, .48] .62 [.54, .69] .28 [.20, .35] .54 [.47, .59] .28 [.21, .35]
IQ .82 [.75, .86] .53 [.37, .64] .85 [.81, .87] .43 [.36, .49] .83 [.81, .85] .43 [.36, .49]
Facial attractiveness - IQ .06 [− .06, .18] .14 [.00, .27] − .04 [− .10, .03] − .01 [− .07, .06] .00 [− .06, .06] .02 [− .05, .08]
Within person
Facial attractiveness–IQ .09 [− .02, .20] .00 [− .06, .06] .03 [− .02, .08]

Note. Facial attractiveness and IQwere residualized on year of birth, age, sex, year of IQ test, SES, BMI when photographed, acne, and several two-way interactions. In BATS and combined
samples, the effective sample sizes ofDZ twins given in the table header exceed the numbers of DZ twinpairs given in the text, because siblings increase thenumber of pairs of observations
informing the correlation estimates.
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all BATS participants on attractiveness, acne, grooming, and smiling,
using the same procedures and scales. Judges rated BATS and LTS faces
in separate rating sessions. Table 2 shows inter-rater reliabilities for
all rated traits.

2.4. Analyses

For our primary analyses, we regressed IQ on facial attractiveness
using mixed effects models that included family as a random effect.
Next, to investigate whether the relationship between facial attractive-
ness and IQ depended on participant sex, we refit the mixed effects re-
gression, this time including the facial attractiveness × sex interaction
(where sex was contrast-coded, female = −0.5, male = +0.5). To
test whether IQ related differentially to facial attractiveness as rated
either by opposite-sex or same-sex judges, we fit two mixed effects
regressions, using only ratings assigned by opposite-sex judges in one
and only ratings assigned by same-sex judges in the other. Last, to test
whether the relationship depended on the interaction between partici-
pant sex and rater sex, we refit the opposite-sex and same-sex ratings
models, including the interaction between facial attractiveness ratings
and participant sex. All models included a facial attractiveness × sample
(contrast-coded, BATS = −0.5, LTS = +0.5) interaction term, to test
whether the relationship differed between the LTS and BATS datasets
(which had older and younger groups of participants, respectively).

Both facial attractiveness and IQ were rescaled to have unit variance
with means of zero, allowing the slope estimates to be interpreted
as partial correlations. Models controlled for participant's year of
birth, age, sex, year in which intelligence was tested, SES, BMI when
photographed, presence of acne (because the younger BATS partici-
pants exhibited considerable variation in facial acne), and several two-
way interactions.We initially also controlled for age-squared, grooming,
and smiling but dropped them from the final analyses because their ef-
fects were not significant in any model. No covariate interacted signifi-
cantly with attractiveness in predicting intelligence.

We obtained p-values for the slope estimates from likelihood ratio
tests comparing the likelihood of the full model to the likelihood of a
model omitting the parameter of interest (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000).
The decrement in likelihood of the reduced model relative to the full
model indicates the significance of the omitted parameter, and twice
the natural log of the ratio of the two models' likelihoods is asymptoti-
cally distributed as a χ2 statistic (thus, all p-values reported below are
two-tailed).

Finally, because our samples consisted of MZ and DZ twins and sib-
lings, we fit a structural equation model decomposing the phenotypic
correlation between facial attractiveness and IQ into its genetic and en-
vironmental components. Because the phenotypic correlations between
MZ twins were roughly double the correlations between DZ twins for
both facial attractiveness and IQ (e.g., see combined samples, Table 3),
estimates of non-additive genetic and shared environmental effects
(VNA and VC, respectively) did not approach significance in any model.
We therefore present results from only the AE models, which estimate
the influences of additive genetic and unique environmental effects on
both traits. However, it is important to recognize that, in a twins-plus-
siblings design, non-additive genetic and shared environmental effects
both can contribute to estimates of additive genetic variance (VA),
which should therefore be interpreted as potentially being influenced
by all three factors (i.e. by anything increasing similarity within families
Keller & Coventry, 2005). Nevertheless, extended twin family designs
that produce much less biased estimates of VA (Keller, Medland, &
Duncan, 2010) suggest that the variation underlying IQ is mostly addi-
tive genetic in nature (Keller et al., 2013). Thus, under the assumption
that shared environmental effects have minimal influence on facial
attractiveness, we believe that the estimates of VA presented here largely
reflect the additive effects of genes.

We used the mixed-effects modeling package lme4 (Bates,
Maechler, & Bolker, 2012) for R (version 2.15.3; R. Core Team, 2013)
in phenotypic analyses and the structural equation modeling package
OpenMx (version 1.3.0; Boker et al., 2011) for R in twin-based analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Phenotypic analyses

As an overall estimate of the relationship between facial attractive-
ness and IQ, we obtained a standardized regression coefficient (equiva-
lent to a partial correlation) ofβ=.018 (p=.50). This effectwas similar
in both sexes: when the facial attractiveness × sex interaction was in-
cluded, neither facial attractiveness (β= .016, p= .55) nor the interac-
tion (β = − .040, p = .33) was a significant predictor of IQ. In both
models, the effect of facial attractiveness did not differ significantly
between the LTS and BATS samples (facial attractiveness × sample
interaction: β = .021, p = .67 and β = .019, p = .70, respectively).

We also tested whether the relationship between IQ and facial at-
tractiveness was only apparent when facial attractiveness was judged
by raters of the opposite sex to the target. Using this (perhapsmore eco-
logically valid) measure of facial attractiveness, we estimated a non-
significant relationship of β= .012 (p= .64) between facial attractive-
ness and IQ that did not differ between samples (β = .030, p = .55).
When including the interaction with participant sex, neither the simple
slope for facial attractiveness (β = .011, p = .68) nor the interaction
(β=− .019, p= .64)was significant; the facial attractiveness × sample
interaction was also not significant (β = .029, p = .55). For complete-
ness, we then tested whether the relationship between IQ and facial at-
tractiveness was only apparent when facial attractiveness was judged
by raters of the same sex as the target, but none of the regression coef-
ficients approached significance (all p N .13).

To ensure that our estimates of the facial attractiveness-IQ relation-
ship were not being attenuated because we had removed the effects of
variables that mediate the relationship, we refit themodels abovewith-
out any covariates. Zero-order slope estimates were consistent with the
estimates from the full models above, whether facial attractiveness was
rated by all judges (β = .012, p = .587), by opposite-sex judges (β =
− .002, p = .919), or by same-sex judges (β = .024, p = .270). There
was no evidence that the relationship between facial attractiveness
and IQ differed between samples (facial attractiveness × sample inter-
action, all p N .481) or between sexes (facial attractiveness × sex
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interaction, all p N .118). Finally, in light of Zebrowitz and Rhodes's
(2004) finding a correlation only among low-attractiveness individuals
(see also Denny, 2008), we refit the full models from the primary anal-
yses, this time including squared facial attractiveness terms, to test the
non-linear relationship between facial attractiveness and IQ; none of
these terms was significant (all p N .735). Controlling for the non-
linear effects, first-order facial attractiveness slopes also remained
non-significant in all models (all p N .402).

3.2. Biometrical analyses

Results above showed no phenotypic relationship between facial
attractiveness and IQ. To understand whether a positive genetic
relationship between the traits may have been masked by a negative
environmental one, we estimated the genetic and environmental co-
variances between IQ and facial attractiveness. Because phenotypic
analyses suggested the relationship between facial attractiveness and
IQ did not differ between samples, we combined the samples to esti-
mate the genetic and environmental covariance components. The
non-shared environmental variance in facial attractiveness could not
be equated across samples without significantly reducing model fit
(Table 4). However, neither the genetic covariance (covA = − .002,
p=.95; genetic correlation, rA=− .003) nor the environmental covari-
ance (covE= .026, p= .053; environmental correlation, rE= .088, stan-
dardized by VE estimate in LTS; rE= .101, standardized byVE estimate in
BATS) was significantly different from zero.

4. Discussion

Existing evolutionary genetic models predict that persistent direc-
tional selection and cross-trait assortative mating can produce positive
genetic covariance between traits (Hansen, 2006), and it has been
shown that IQ and height are positively correlated due to both pleiotro-
py and cross-trait assortative mating (Keller et al., 2013). We had ex-
pected that facial attractiveness and intelligence would be subject to
even stronger cross-trait assortative mating, and in view of previous
empirical results (e.g., Jackson et al., 1995; Langlois et al., 2000;
Zebrowitz & Rhodes, 2004), we were confident we would observe pos-
itive genetic correlations between facial attractiveness and IQ. Our null
findings were therefore unexpected. Nevertheless, several strengths of
the current design give us confidence in these results. In both the LTS
and the BATS, general intelligence was assessed with well-validated in-
struments (Jackson, 1984;Wechsler, 1981, 1997). Our measure of facial
attractiveness also was highly reliable (Cronbach's α = .86–.91), and
research supports the validity of subjective assessment of facial
attractiveness in photographs viewed by groups of untrained judges
(Langlois et al., 2000). Importantly, our intelligence and facial attractive-
ness assessments were made independently of each other (cf. Denny,
2008; Kanazawa, 2011), reducing the possibility that the correlation
between them was biased in either direction due to confounding. The
genetically informative nature of the sample ensured that we did not
miss genetic correlations that were masked by environmental ones in
Table 4
Parameter estimates from biometrical models for LTS, BATS, and both samples combined.

Measure LTS (n = 399) BATS

VA VE VA

Facial attractiveness .45 [.29, .63] .53 [.41, 68] .61 [.5

IQ .80 [.65, .97] .18 [.14, .24] .84 [.7
Facial attractiveness–IQ .07 [− .04, .19] .01 [− .05, .07] − .04 [−

Note: Additive genetic (VA) and non-shared environmental (VE) variance–covariance componen
shown. Facial attractiveness and IQ were residualized on year of birth, age, sex, year of IQ test
model, the non-shared environmental variance in facial attractiveness could not be equated ac

a LTS sample.
b BATS sample.
the opposite direction. Finally, the large size of our combined sample
(N = 1,753) allowed us to rule out with a high degree of certainty the
existence of a sizeable correlation between facial attractiveness and
general intelligence. We had 80% power to detect a true correlation of
r = .07 in mixed model analyses.

On the other hand, if the true facial attractiveness–intelligence cor-
relation in adults is approximately r= .03, as Langlois et al. (2000) sug-
gested it is, our study was underpowered to detect it. An additional
caveat is that still photographs may not provide a highly valid assess-
ment of facial attractiveness; we attempted to lessen this potential
problem by providing judges with as many photographs as were avail-
able for each participant, on the assumption that viewingmultiple pho-
tographs might reduce the impact of, for example, facial expression,
poor lighting, and other variable conditions captured in a single
photograph. To the extent that this study's facial attractiveness ratings
correlate imperfectly with participants' ‘true’ attractiveness (e.g., if par-
ticipants were assessed by every other human in the population follow-
ing face-to-face interactions), our measurements may contain error
variance that would bias the estimates downward. Therefore, we re-
main cognizant of the possibility that these results may be false nega-
tives due to sampling error or design faults.

In light of our findings, however, it is also possible that the previous-
ly published reports of positive correlations between intelligence and
facial attractiveness were false positives. If attractiveness and intelli-
gence are truly uncorrelated, then most investigations should not find
a statistically significant correlation; due to sampling variation, the esti-
mates from smaller studies are expected to be less precise (more vari-
able) than those from larger studies, but their mean should be an
unbiased estimate of the true correlation. However, publication bias to-
ward significantfindings (regardless of statistical power) or against null
findingwith sufficient power—i.e., the “file drawer problem”—could pro-
duce an over-representation of large effects estimated in underpowered
studies. Consistent with this, there is a negative relationship between
sample sizes and absolute effect sizes in the published studies described
above, including the individual studies meta-analyzed by L. A. Jackson
et al. (1995) and Langlois et al. (2000) (r = − .27, df = 28, p = .15).
The plot of this trend (Fig. 1) suggests that log10-transformed sample
size best captures the linear relationship that exists between sample
size and absolute effect size (r =− .41, df= 28, p = .03).

Limitations of past studies may have contributed to their reaching
false conclusions, as well. For example, Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)
analyzed seemingly reliable measures of standard psychometric intelli-
gence and facial attractiveness rated by a large number of male and fe-
male judges which, importantly, were collected independently of each
other. However, their samples were relatively small, and the effects of
confounding variables such as socioeconomic status may have inflated
their estimates. On the other hand, Kanazawa's (2011) study, despite
its large samples and careful statistical control of potential confounds,
must be interpreted with extreme caution because intelligence
and physical attractiveness were not measured independently of
each other: participants were rated by their schoolteachers in one
sample, and by interviewers at the conclusion of interviews in which
(n = 1,354) Combined (N = 1,753)

VE VA VE

1, .72] .39 [.33, .46] .56 [.47, .65] .54 [.45, .65]a

.41 [.34 .48]b

6, .94] .15 [.13, .18] .83 [.75, .91] .17 [.15, .19]
.10, .03] .03 [− .00, .06] − .00 [− .06, .06] .03 [− .00, .05]

ts [95% confidence intervals] for facial attractiveness, IQ, and the cross-trait covariation are
, SES, BMI when photographed, acne, and several two-way interactions. In the combined
ross samples without significantly reducing model fit.
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Fig. 1. The estimated strength of the relationship between attractiveness and intelligence
tends to decrease as log10 sample size increases (r = − .41, df = 28, p = .03), consistent
with the possibility of a bias in favor of publishing small, underpowered studies that
overestimated the magnitude of the correlation. In this analysis, we included only
independently estimated effects. Frieze et al. (1991) and Zebrowitz and Rhodes (2004)
each used only two non-overlapping samples to estimate four and eight correlations,
respectively; we applied the Fisher transformation to these correlations (i.e., computed
a z for each correlation, found the mean of all zs obtained from the same sample, then
transformed the mean z back to a correlation) to arrive at independent estimates for
inclusion in this analysis. We omitted Kanazawa's (2011) results as well as the third
entry for Felson (1980), because attractiveness and intelligence were not assessed inde-
pendently in those studies (Table 1).
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intelligence was also measured in the other. The fact that the raters of
attractiveness were in a position to be aware of the intellectual ability
of those being rated means that their attractiveness assessments
might have been biased such that teachers or interviewers rated more
intelligent participants as more attractive (Moore et al., 2011). Many
of the studies meta-analyzed by L. A. Jackson et al. (1995) and Langlois
et al. (2000) operationalized intellectual competence in terms of a
diverse set of academic and occupational performance measures
(e.g., grades, vocabulary tests, occupational prestige, salary) that may
be influenced by a variety of factors not directly related to the hypothesis
under investigation. Likewise, some studies rated facial attractiveness,
whereas others rated overall physical attractiveness. Furthermore,
meta-analyses rely upon the published literature being an unbiased
sample of all tests conducted on the question under investigation; to
the degree that the published literature is biased towards statistically sig-
nificant results, meta-analyses may produce spuriously high estimated
effects (Borenstein et al., 2011). Thus, given our demonstration of poten-
tial publication bias in the literature (Fig. 1 and Table 1), results frompre-
viousmeta-analyses on the facial attractiveness-IQ association should be
interpreted with caution.

If the results reported here do indeed indicate no phenotypic or ge-
netic relationship exists between IQ and facial attractiveness, how
should this be reconciled with evolutionary genetic models that appear
to predict such a correlation?Wediscuss briefly a fewpossibilities. First,
although people report that both facial attractiveness and general intel-
ligence are desirable in mates (Buss et al., 1990; Kenrick, Groth, Trost, &
Sadalla, 1993), there appear to be no empirical studies demonstrating
cross-trait assortment involving facial attractiveness and intelligence
in human couples, and it is possible either that it does not occur or
that its occurrence is not widespread in the populations from which
our sample was drawn. Second, if cross-trait assortative mating desists,
recombination and independent assortment will reduce these associa-
tions quickly, within a few generations (Hedrick, 2011); it is possible
therefore that assortment across these traits has decreased in evolution-
arily recent times, although we can think of no compelling reason why
this would be so. Third, in the same way that directional selection is
expected to reduce the genetic variance in a single trait, it should also
reduce the positive genetic covariance between a pair of traits as the fit-
test alleles at pleiotropic loci (i.e., alleles that improve both traits) are
swept to fixation, resulting in their contributing nothing to the covari-
ance between the traits (Falconer & Mackay, 1996; Lande, 1982). On
the other hand, genetic loci harboring alleles with opposing effects on
the two traits can potentially remain polymorphic much longer, for ex-
ample if the deleterious (fitness-reducing) effects of both alleles are
nearly equal (Hedrick, 1999). In such cases, antagonistic pleiotropy
may exert a negative influence on the genetic correlation between the
traits (Roff, 1996), though perhaps only transiently. Our results might
therefore reflect that, on balance, the evolutionary genetic forces work-
ing to exert a positive influence on the genetic correlation between in-
telligence and facial attractiveness are countervailed by the forces
working to exert a negative influence on this correlation.

Evolutionary theories are mute as to whether an environmental
component should also exist, but it is conceivable that environmental
challenges such as poor nutrition or pathogensmight induce a positive cor-
relation, for example by disrupting developmental stability (Gangestad
et al., 1994; Møller, 1997). Social psychological theories imply that facial
attractiveness exerts a causal influence on intelligence at the phenotyp-
ic level; if this were the case, because attractiveness is influenced by
both genetic and environmental effects (McGovern, Neale, & Kendler,
1996; Mitchem et al., 2013), the cross-trait correlations measured
in our twin analysis should have consisted of both a genetic and an
environmental component. That we observed neither suggests that
facial attractiveness and intelligence develop under the influence of
independent sets of environmental factors and that the phenomena
described by status generalization and expectancy theories have, at
best, weak effects.

In summary, our results fail to support the hypothesis that facial
attractiveness and intelligence are correlated either at the level of
observable trait values or via latent genetic or environmental influences.
These observations are inconsistent with the several predictions that
such a correlation should exist, either for biological reasons (e.g., shared
genes, cross-trait assortment, developmental stability) or for social–
psychological reasons (e.g., status generalization, expectancy). Therefore,
it may be necessary to reassess the theoretical bases for the expectation
that a correlation exists between intelligence and facial attractiveness.
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